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Description

In this module we will discuss the place of modeling in political science research. Our view

is that models are research design, and models are arguments. Models ground empirical

measurement strategies, clarify counterfactuals, justify data selection, and establish causal-

ity. If you’re running a regression-esque analysis, you already have a model. It’s smart to

describe it as one, rather than just as a regression equation. Good models do not need to be

“tested,” or even “testable.” They do, however, need to come from data, an observation, or

(more simply, and even better) from a question. Regardless of where your model or theory

comes from, and regardless of the “things” your research is addressing, the most important

question you need to answer is “why do you think your model is relevant to these things?”

Models need not be game theoretic, based on “rational choice,” or even mathematical.

However, using math can make the job of a modeler easier, because it establishes a standard

framework from which to derive conclusions from assumptions. That said, the sophistica-

tion of the math used to explain a model does not necessarily bear any relationship to the

sophistication of the model itself, or to the argument the model makes. Some of the most

powerful and portable models are mathematically trivial. Our goal in this module is to show

you both the value, and simplicity, of laying out an explicit model of the phenomena you

are studying.

Structure of the module

On days 1 and 2 Maggie will lecture for an hour in the morning and John will lecture for

an hour in the afternoon. The 11-12pm time slot will be used for a full class discussion of

readings we will provide. Everyone is expected to do these readings before class. Our final

two-hour session will be spent working through a few models that are of particular interest

to the class; the students will vote on the projects we discuss.
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JUNE 29

10am—11am

• Lecture: Foundations of models: Preference, choice, structure.

• Topics: Aggregation; Arrow; Gibbard/Muller-Satterthwaite; the core; measurement

11am—12pm

• Class discussion: “Rational Fools” by Amartya Sen, Philosophy & Public Affairs,

1977, 6(4), pp.317—344.

2pm—3pm

• Lecture: The power and benefits of simple models.

JUNE 30

10am—11am

• Lecture: The normative role of positive theory.

• The discursive dilemma; the liberal paradox; agendas; legitimacy

11am—12pm

• Class discussion: Selections from Liberalism Against Populism by William Riker;

Democracy Defended by Gerry Mackie; Social Choice and Legitimacy by John Patty

& Maggie Penn.

2pm—3pm

• Lecture: Applications of simple models.

JULY 1

10am—12pm

• Interactive session: Thinking through and building simple models.
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